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Better Cycling for Low-Income Neighbourhoods
by Michelle McConnell

S

ome think Ottawa and
the National Capital
Region are a cyclist’s
dream. With over
170km of recreational bike paths
in and around the city, it’s no
doubt you can find a path that
suits your needs, whether it’s a
gentle stroll along the river or
an intense training session in the
Gatineau Hills.
With on-street bike lanes
showing up in numerous places
in the city it is easy to understand the increase in bicycle
commuters, but it’s also easy
to understand why some people choose not to bike. Let’s
be honest, some roads are just
plain scary. No one is going to
choose to commute by bike if
they’re afraid for their life. This
is of particular concern in lowincome neighbourhoods, where
there is a serious lack of bicycle infrastructure to support the
people going to work or coming home. Without the proper
bicycling infrastructure it’s hard
to expect people to make the
choice to choose a healthier and
less expensive mode of transportation.
This is exactly what the
Healthy Transportation Coalition
has in mind. They are pushing to

convince the city to build safe
cycling and pedestrian infrastructure in and around Ottawa’s
low-income neighbourhoods.
They also want to make sure
that the sidewalks and bike paths
have good connections to Rapid
Transit Stations. Their goal is to
push for at least five km of path
from those stations to the lowincome communities.
The Healthy Transportation
Coalition wants to make sure
there is connected cycling infrastructure. Of course cycling
lanes can be built but if they
aren’t connected to other bike
lanes they aren’t as useful, and
the city knows that, which is
why it’s working on improving
missing links.
Second, they are hoping to
convince the City to prioritize
building more and better cycling
infrastructure in low-income
neighbourhoods. They’re hoping
to have the city apply its Equity
and Inclusion Lens to all its
transportation planning, including cycling transportation.
“We want the City to conduct
a geographic information system
(GIS) data and mapping analysis
of where the low-income neighbourhoods are that don’t have
good cycling infrastructure, and
we hope they will prioritize putting safe cycling infrastructure
in those neighbourhoods, while
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ensuring good connections to
existing infrastructure close by,”
Trevor Haché, vice-president of
Healthy Transportation Coalition
explains. “There seems to be an
openness at the City to having
that conversation, and learning
more about how that could be
done, where transportation equity is done well elsewhere, and
what can be learned from those
other jurisdictions. The fact the
City is interested in having that
conversation is a positive first
step.”
Certain tangible improvements are happening or are
planned to happen shortly. Here
are just a couple of the on-going
projects. To find out more about
other projects (and maybe one
coming to a neighbourhood near
you soon) please visit the City’s
transportation engagement site
at http://ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/
public-engagement/transportation.
In Vanier, there are now
plans to put some cycling infrastructure on Montreal Road and
on McArthur Ave.
For Montreal Rd, the City is
currently studying the Montreal
Road corridor between North
River Rd. and St. Laurent Blvd.
The project is being coordinated with the Montreal Road
Infrastructure Renewal Project.
The Infrastructure Renewal
Project will explain all detailed
design processes and was prepared with the 2013 Official
Plan (OP) and Transportation
Master Plan (TMP) policies in
mind. Construction is scheduled
to begin in 2019.
For McArthur Ave., the City
is “undertaking a transportation
planning and functional design
project to provide cycling lanes
along McArthur Avenue.” There
are no immediate plans to reconstruct McArthur Ave., but the
project will use pavement markings, signage and planter boxes
to reconfigure the road and travel lanes.
In Herongate, a short (less
than one km) cycle track is
planned on Heron Road. They
are “developing a design for
a raised one-way cycle track
running along the south side of

Thanks to:
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Herongate residents on an unpaved path identified for
upgrades. Photo: Trevor Haché.
Heron Road from the multi-use
pathway (MUP) beside Colbert
Crescent to Jefferson Street and
the Herongate Square shopping
centre.” There are also plans
for bike lanes on Bank Street
(which is on the extreme western edge of the Heron Gate
neighbourhood, one of six lowincome neighbourhoods where
the Healthy Transportation
Coalition is working).
This is all great, but there are
still lots of room for improvement. “An example of where
we hope the City will do better
is in the Cummings neighbourhood,” Trevor Haché explains.
“Specifically, there are many
Syrian refugees living in the
large apartment buildings at
1240 and 1244 Donald Street.
Many of them have taken part
in the Wheels4Refugees program, and they and their children have been given bikes and
safe cycling training as part
of that program. But, unfortunately, very little safe cycling
infrastructure exists in their
neighbourhood.”
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Just to the west is the Adàwe
bridge, which connects Sandy
Hill to Overbrook. There is
well developed cycling infrastructures in the area, especially
close to the Ottawa Tennis Club,
and on Somerset in Sandy Hill.
However, moving eastwards
toward the Donald Street apartments, the cycling infrastructure
abruptly ends. The City plans
on painting sharrows on Donald
St., but community members
would prefer a segregated bike
lane.
“Advisory bike lanes on
Donald Street would be much
better than painted sharrows,
and segregated bike lanes would
be the ideal solution,” Trevor
explains. “That being said, some
progress is being made here.
Perhaps, in some small way, we
are already making a bit of a
difference, though there is still
much more progress needed, and
it needs to be achieved much
more quickly.”
Michelle McConnell supports
better cycling infrastructure.
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Missed Connections: Transit
and Housing Policies in Ottawa
by Dennis Carr

A

fter a 10-year delay,
the City of Ottawa is
completing the first
phase of its east- west
Light Rail Transit (LRT) system
and is seeking funding for subsequent phases. Unfortunately, the
City has failed to leverage this
transit investment to advance its
housing and other social infrastructure mandates.
The first leg of the LRT runs
from Tunney’s Pasture to Blair
Road and includes 13 stations.
Rightly anticipating land development pressure close to these
stations, Council approved transit-oriented development (TOD)
plans which set the stage for
intensified land development
around the stations.
When rapid transit is created, property values around stations significantly increase in
anticipation of increased density
opportunities. While Ottawa’s
TOD Plan makes reference to
this increased density, it is silent
about prioritizing affordable
housing or other public benefits as a condition of granting
this additional density. It is also
silent about making use of the
air space it owns along the LRT
and above the stations.
New rapid transit is an important City-building opportunity
and our Council has missed the
opportunity to use the investment to advance its strategic
mandates.

Affordable Housing and
Transit Policy in Metro
Vancouver
Let’s look to a region that
has connected the dots between
its social infrastructure, housing
and transit policies. The metro
Vancouver, area is approximately the same geographic size
as Ottawa. Recognizing that a
diverse housing supply is critical
for economic and social prosperity, the transit and affordable housing policies call for the
region’s municipality, through
its plans, policies and programs
to:
- Grant additional residential
density in exchange for afford-

- Create transit station area
planning policies that accommodate a mix of land uses and
housing types and tenures. This
includes purchasing and holding sites and air space parcels
for new non-profit rental housing.
Cambie Corridor Plan
Vancouver ’s
Cambie
Corridor Plan is a good example
of how the City of Vancouver is
connecting the dots between its
policies and practices, linking
transportation infrastructure to
urban and social infrastructure
planning. The corridor line runs
through downtown Vancouver

What about Ottawa?
Vancouver’s approach demonstrates how a municipality
committed to using its resources to maximize the benefits of
development can achieve multiple social, economic and sustainability objectives. There is no
reason why the City of Ottawa
can’t take a similar approach to
its transit and urban planning
practices.
Ottawa has many of the
same planning tools available
to Vancouver; it just fails to see
social infrastructure objectives
as an integral part of the city’s
growth. Unfortunately, this failure has resulted in underfunding

Whereas Ottawa has taken a station-by-station planning approach, the
Cambie Corridor Plan attempts to coordinate land use, infrastructure, services and public amenities along the entire corridor. Light rail was seen as
an opportunity to address Vancouver Council’s high-level priorities relating
to affordable housing, social resilience, environmental sustainability and a
strong economy.

able housing within transit corridors,
- Set market and affordable
rental targets including preserving existing affordable housing
in transit corridors,

Public bike maintenance stops like this one are great for
cyclists, provided they can lift their bike onto the stand.
Photo: Kathryn Norman.

along Cambie Street to the City
of Richmond and the airport.
The premise of the Cambie
Corridor Plan is that increased
density is appropriate and that
this density should be accompanied by increased social
amenities. Whereas Ottawa
has taken a station-by-station
planning approach, the Cambie
Corridor Plan attempts to coordinate land use, infrastructure,
services and public amenities
along the entire corridor. Light
rail was seen as an opportunity to address Vancouver
Council’s high-level priorities
relating to affordable housing,
social resilience, environmental sustainability and a strong
economy.
The Cambie Corridor planning principles include:
- Land uses that optimize the
investment in transit,
- Walkable and cycleable corridor of neighbourhoods linked
to public transit,
- Job space and diversity,
- Density and community
activity focused at transit stations,
- A range of housing choices,
tenures and affordability.
With respect to affordable
housing, the Plan targets:
- 20% affordable housing on
all new large sites,
- Preserving rental housing,
- Family housing,
- Density bonus zoning and
inclusionary zoning for affordable rental units,
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social infrastructure and failure to leverage city resources
to create public amenities such
as affordable housing. Here are
some examples:
* A recent analysis of City
budget trends indicates that since
2010, spending on social programs has lagged behind other
budget items.
* The sale of City multi-unit
residential and mixed-use properties contradicts Council’s own
Housing First policy for surplus
City lands, by including a family
housing site on Randall Avenue
despite the fact that over half of
all its clients were members of a
homeless family in 2016
* The Western Parkway was
chosen as the route of the proposed western arm of the new
LRT because it is the cheapest
and fastest way to get commuters
to and from the city. Rather than
locating the LRT along a corridor which can support high density (such as Carling Avenue), it
will run along the periphery of
a low density neighbourhood at
the edge of the urban area. The
City is so committed to this strategy that when the NCC refused
to allow the LRT to run along the
Parkway, the City agreed to pay
to tunnel the line below parkland—where no one lives!
* Concurrent with investment in LRT, the City is undermining its rapid transit strategies
by funding the “strategic widening” of Ottawa’s east-west 417
expressway.

Affordable housing
In Ontario, municipalities
have jurisdictional responsibility for affordable housing. As
such, they should use all the
tools they have to address their
housing needs. When Ottawa
creates new transit stations,
parking garages, libraries and
fire halls etc. it should co-locate
affordable housing and other
social facilities. It needs to use
inclusionary zoning, density
bonusing and other planning
tools to encourage developers
to create these badly needed
public benefits in large new
neighbourhood projects. In
anticipation of increased land
prices around transit stations,
the City should have proactively purchased land in anticipation of a demand for new social
amenities.
There is one exception to
this dreary scenario. Spurred on
by the Ward Councillor, Ottawa
Community Housing has purchased three hectares of federal
land on Gladstone Ave between
Preston St. and the O-Train corridor. The new community is
expected to include a transit
station, affordable and market
housing, a school, commercial
and retail spaces, as well as
greenspace. This is the kind of
city-building that Council has
been unable or unwilling to
make happen elsewhere along
the new LRT.
Conclusion: Making the
Connections
Ottawa will soon be unveiling sleek new rail coaches but
the commuting time between its
transit and social infrastructure
policies and practices is slower
than the old #2 bus at rush hour.
About 57,000 households
in Ottawa-Gatineau are in need
of affordable housing and for
many, access to transit is a
necessity. Just as rapid transit is
critical physical infrastructure,
adequate, affordable housing is
essential social infrastructure
and the lack of it has a profound
impact on the economic viability
of the city.
Ottawa’s city-building strategies need radical change.
Council’s failure to make the
connection between its policies and practices results in lost
opportunities to build the critical
social infrastructure needed to
shape the future of our city.
Dennis Carr, an independent consultant with 27 years’
experience creating affordable housing and social facilities in Ottawa and Vancouver,
is the recipient of the 2016
Canadian
Housing
and
Renewal Association Lifetime
Achievement Award. He tries to
bike or bus everywhere he goes
but doesn’t always succeed.

What is Transportation Equity?
by Kristie Daniel

H

ow a city plans and
designs its neighbourhoods has a
huge impact on
people’s quality of life. Urban
and transportation planning ultimately decide how easy it is for
us to access the things that are
important to daily living. Are
we easily able to visit friends
and family, buy food, and reach
our jobs or schools? Are these
places close to where we live?
If they are far, what options do
we have to reach them? Can
we afford those options and are
those options safe, comfortable,
convenient and reliable? The
answers to these questions help
determine whether or not a city
has “transportation equity.”
Transportation equity is
about recognizing that different people have different travel
needs and prioritizing the needs
of those who are not already
better off. Transportation equity

means we plan and build our
transport networks to remove
barriers for people so they can
access the goods, services, and
social connections needed to
lead a quality life.
This is quite different from
the “equality,” which means that
you consider and treat everyone
the same. When you treat everyone the same, especially in a
transportation context, you end
up disadvantaging those who
have different needs.
Unfortunately, many of our
cities are designed and planned
with one specific type of person
in mind: a 9 to 5 commuter who
has access to a car. We have
planned our neighbourhoods
so that distances are too long
to walk or cycle, and we’ve
planned our transportation networks around roads and highways.
Even for those cities that
have decent public transit networks, those networks are often
designed to encourage discretionary users - people who have

Web Watch

Transportation
Equity
by Steffan Hammonds
The Leadership Conference
<http://www.civilrights.org/
transportation/>
Transportation equity is a
civil and human rights priority. Access to affordable and
reliable transportation widens
opportunity and is essential to
addressing poverty, unemployment, and other equal opportunity goals such as access to good
schools and health care services.
However, current transportation spending programs do not
equally benefit all communities
and populations.
Sustainable Transportation
Summit
<http://www.
healthytransportation.ca/
summit>
The next Transportation
Equity Summit takes place on
September 22, 2017 (all day)
at Ottawa City Hall. Together
we’re bringing equity to the
forefront of transportation planning & decision making in
Ottawa.
<https://www.unitedspinal.org/
access-to-transportation/>
Safe, Equitable and Affordable
Access to Transportation
Advocacy Issue Details
People with disabilities rely
on all forms of transportation
to live their lives to the fullest.
Adults with disabilities are more

than twice as likely as those
without disabilities to have inadequate transportation (31 percent
versus 13 percent).
.
<http://www.metrolinx.com/en/
regionalplanning/rtp/
research/>
Routes to fairer transit access
in the Greater Toronto and
Hamilton Area rarely capture
the full complexity and needs of
residents. The planning, funding,
operating and building of public
transit in the Greater Toronto
and Hamilton Area (GTHA) is
as complex as the region itself.
Yet public debate on the subject,
often polarized and simplistic,
largely remains fixated on technology - LRT versus subway, for
example.

other options - to use the system. These transit systems are
intended to help bring people
to a major service area, such as
a downtown, but not to bring
people efficiently or effectively
to other parts of the city. And,
the systems are often designed
in such a way that it is most
convenient for certain parts of
the city but not convenient for
the lower-income communities
on the periphery of the city, who
are most in need of transit.
Looking at individuals
Unfortunately, these realities
make it difficult for many people
to access the goods and services they need for daily living.
Imagine these examples:
1. A young adult male has
three part-time jobs in different
parts of the city and no access to
a car. He could use his bicycle
but it does not feel safe because
there are no bike lanes for most
of his journey. On Wednesdays,
the only day that he needs to
work all three jobs, he leaves
home at 6 am in order to be at
his job for 8 am. His afternoon
job is at the other end of the city,
which requires three bus transfers. He must take a taxi home
from his evening job because
the buses no longer run at that
time. He gets home at midnight.
In total, he spends four hours in
transit and spends $15 a day on
taxis.
2. A mother has a job downtown that is easily accessible by
transit. However, on any given
day she also needs to help her
young children go to school,
take her elderly mother to her
appointments, shop for grocer-

ies for the family, and pick up
her children from soccer and
piano practice. She would like to
take transit to her job so she can
reduce the expense and stress
of using her car, but the transit
system in her city does not allow
multiple stops on a given fare.
On the days she has extra trips,
which seems like every day, she
would need to pay the full fare
multiple times for each new destination. It is easier to just take
her car.
3. A new Canadian, who
is just learning English, has a
job interview in another part of
town. The transit system information is only in English and
French, and he is having difficulties understanding what he
needs to do in order to reach the
job. He has heard from his friend
that the system is expensive and
he does not think he can afford it
every day. He decides not to go
to the job interview.
4. An elderly woman, who
uses a walker, has a friend who
is only a short distance away and
they like to meet for tea and chat
about their grandchildren. In the
winter the sidewalks and streets
are in such poor repair she is
afraid of slipping, so she decides
she cannot see her friend until
the spring.
In each of these examples,
the transportation system is not
able to meet the needs of these
individuals. A transportation
system that is focused on the
traditional 9-5 worker or a person with a car is disadvantaging people who do not fit into
those categories. Instead, transportation systems need to be
designed recognizing that there

are many different people who
have multiple transportation
needs. Although these examples
are fictional, research has demonstrated that these experiences
are all too common in our communities.
Priority issues
This is why the Healthy
Transportation Coalition has
been working on the issue of
transportation equity. Some of
the priority issues we’ve been
working on include:
* Affordable and accessible
public transit: We have been
working with the City to encourage an OC Transpo single fare
discount for low-income people,
a reduced cost EquiPass ($42/
month), and an on-line booking
system for Para Transpo.
* Better pedestrian and
cycling networks: Our work
has shown that the pedestrian
and cycling networks in our
low-income communities need
improving. We are working with
neighbourhoods to find ways to
improve the cycling and pedestrian environment and encourage
excellent pedestrian and cycling
connections to Rapid Transit
Stations.
* Affordable housing around
Light Rail Transit Stations: We
know that many great transit
communities are unaffordable to
low-income communities. We
are working to ensure the areas
around the new transit stations
have as much affordable housing as possible.
These are just three examples of our work. Much more
needs to be done. We welcome
new members and encourage
you to get in touch with your
ideas. Visit our website at www.
healthytransportation.ca.

<http://starcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/
TransLinks-GoBus-FinalReport-2009.pdf>
The North Shore Seniors Go
Bus program is a multi-stakeholder partnership that provides
transportation in the City of
North Vancouver. Unlike conventional transit, Go Bus has
the flexibility to deviate from its
route to pick up clients at their
homes. The driver also provides
assistance with getting to and
from the vehicle, carrying parcels and transporting mobility
devices.
Steffan Hammonds is a PERC
volunteer.

The author of the Road User Fees study presents the results in March 2017. Photo: Chris
Osler.
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Snow Mole Blog—Getting Around in Winter
by John Woodhouse

P

edestrian
John
Woodhouse is chair of
Walk Ottawa, and an
active participant in
many ongoing transportation
and accessibility consultations
in the city of Ottawa. He lives
in Lowertown and travels by
motorized wheelchair. This blog
post documents John’s struggles
to get around in the first two
months of 2017. It contributed
to the Age-Friendly Walkability
Progress Report put out by the
Council on Aging in Ottawa.
It is also being integrated into
pre-seasonal training for Ottawa
snowplow operators.
John’s observations:
January 1: Street was down
to a one-person goat trail. Then
later the puddles were at every
corner. Not nice to drive in.
Temp was around 0 degrees.
Jan 5: Clean up all night.
Snow along my route to the
clinic varied. Bus stops were
clear but the sidewalks were an
icy rutted path.
Jan 6: Same icy rutted path.
Just enough width to travel the
sidewalk. But the ruts give you
a very bone jarring ride. I take
the road and save getting a head
ache.
Jan 7: Sidewalks have been
worn down so they are not as
bumpy as before. Now they are
smooth and icy.
Jan 8–Jan 13: Temperatures
varied wildly this week with
cold one day and the next above
freezing. The constant filling in
of the curb cuts make it hard
to get on or off the sidewalks
and the little attention paid to
clearing snow from bus stops
continues.
Jan 14: Sidewalks are still
icy. Bare pavement is show-

ing on the main
streets, Rideau St.
Roads are bare. It
is cold and windy
at times.

Jan15 – 21: The
state of the sidewalks is bad what
with thawing and
freezing. So bad
that I move around
on my seat. I take
the bike lanes but
try/test different
sidewalks until it is
too uncomfortable.
With the thaw, I
sink into the snow
on the sidewalk.
This limits my
movements. I up
my power.
Jan 22: Mild
day; I heard the
water running into
the sewers under
the mini glaciers
along the side of
the road. Yes, I am
on the road again.
But
joy-Rideau
Street is relatively clear. The
sidewalks along Rideau I am told
are the widest in the city, then
they should get wider plows. It
was a nice day so I thought I
would work on the walking map.
Toured the neighbourhood on
the road. I would have used the
sidewalk but this would mean
wear and tear needlessly to chair
and the dumb ass in the chair.
The area on a Sunday is laid
back. Sidewalks had areas of
packed snow that is now also
messy (temperature is +2). Bus
stops are hit or miss.
Jan 25–26: What a day. My
motor died on the bus in the
west end. Could not move. Was
pushed off the bus at McKenzie
King Bridge. Left in a corner
of the bus shelter near a phone.
Only after they were going to
leave me on the bridge. No one
from OC came back to check
up on me. Cell phone running

low. Phoned my roommate - a
Para(transpo) user and asked him
to phone them. Police phoned. I
explained were I was and what I
had to do with Para. Para phoned
in minutes. Where are you? Give
us 15 minutes. Got home at 3:30
after breaking down at 11:40.

That goes with a cracked bearing in the same wheel that was
fixed with my mortar.

Jan 23–Feb 2: It went from
mild and sloppy to -14 tonight
to a high of -8 tomorrow. Over
this period of time, the sidewalks in my area and Rideau
went from a one foot at a time
goat path to the evolution of
bare pavement/concrete 32 inwide enough on Rideau for 2-3
abreast. I am waiting for that
storm on Wednesday to start the
snow mole survey.

Feb 8: Saw the same mistakes in cleaning as before.

Feb 2–5: Not much change.
I fell out of the chair again. This
time I was near home. Called a
friend and got back on my way.
Messed up the front left wheel.

Volunteers being trained to conduct walkability audits in Vanier. Photo: Trevor Haché.
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Feb 6–8 (midday): The wind
was blowing snow onto the sidewalks causing snow drifts in
sections of the walkway.

Feb16: 6:04 pm. Within
the last 5 minutes or block and
a half, I was almost run over
twice. Drivers were in a hurry to
get home and were not paying
attention. The sidewalks have

moisture laden snow about 34 inches high. The clear spots
are Rideau Street in front of
driveways and in heavy pedestrian traffic areas. The rest of
the sidewalk is covered by 2-4
inches of this ripe snow. I am
unable to steer, lack traction and
it eats my power. I have not
used the sidewalks in days. It
has had to be the roadway. Just
like periods every other winter.
The weather has made sidewalks
covered with snow become like
mud. Very hard to walk through.
The last small storm of winter
highlighted the lack of coordination in snow clearance.

This PEN Insider edition on sustainable transportation with a focus on
transportation equity was produced
in partnership with the Healthy
Transportation Coalition with support
from the Ontario Trillium Foundation.

Getting Through: Thinking About Accessibility
by Kathryn Norman

F

or many people, for
much of the time, small
obstacles like a cracked
sidewalk or a ridge
of snow left by plows are an
annoyance, if we even register
that they are there. But think
about a time you were pushing something like a stroller or
shopping cart and had to get
over a “small” bump. Or perhaps
a time you tried to drive over the
snow at the end of the driveway
and got stuck. Annoying, right?
Imagine this is your reality
almost every time you go out.
This is an example of the sort of
difficulties faced by people with
mobility restrictions. If you rely
on a wheelchair and it gets stuck
in snow deeper than a couple
centimetres, winter is going to
be difficult. If you get by just
fine with a walker, but can’t
lift it over obstacles, you’re not
going to make it very far in certain areas. Maybe you just deal
with chronic pain or fatigue and
would be fine if you could sit
down and take a break or walk
along an easy route, but there are
no benches and the route is more
like a hike than a walk.
Personally, I’m lucky enough
to not have any serious mobility restrictions most of the time,
but I grew up with friends who
were confined to wheelchairs,
semi-paralyzed, and otherwise
challenged, and I regularly work
with individuals who rely on
service dogs to help them with
daily tasks. I’ve seen how they
have to travel several times further than I do just to go around to
a tiny accessibility ramp tucked
in a back corner, how they are
stuck inside for weeks or months
at a time when the weather is
bad, and how they might make
it 90% of the way to the store
only to have to turn around and

go home because of construction debris or garbage blocking
a sidewalk.
I also know that, as my 94
year old grandmother says,
“when you stop getting older
you’re dead.” Aging is a normal
part of life that introduces most
of us to some form of physical
limitation sooner or later.
Sometimes life throws us
obstacles, and sometimes we
just have to adapt, but most of
the time situations like the ones

Setting standards
Recognizing that accessibility concerns affect people with
many different types of disability
in many different facets of life,
the Ontario Legislature passed
the Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Act (AODA) in
June 2005. This act compels all
levels of government, non-profits and businesses to reach certain accessibility standards by
target dates, which vary according to organizational size and

or their representatives. They
were completed and made law in
2011 and are now in the compliance phase.
Walkability Audits
The issues described at the
beginning of this article shine a
light on why this sort of legislation is necessary. How effective will it be at improving the
transportation experience of
people with disabilities? Time
will tell, but there are some

If you’ve always been able to easily step over obstacles and most
people you know are the same way, it’s easy to see how when you’re
designing a walkway or the entrance to a building, it might not even
occur to you that maybe instead of a six inch step, there could be a
gentle incline.
I’ve just described are a simple
result of poor planning, or a
simple oversight by those of us
privileged enough not to need
to worry about a tall curb. If
you’ve always been able to easily step over obstacles and most
people you know are the same
way, it’s easy to see how when
you’re designing a walkway or
the entrance to a building, it
might not even occur to you that
maybe instead of a six inch step,
there could be a gentle incline.
If you’re doing one of these
things, hopefully you’re familiar
with legislation around accessibility, but here again it’s easy
to see how you might think
sticking one little ramp in a back
corner is good enough. I’m not
trying to make anyone feel bad
about their able-bodied status:
I’m hoping that by being more
aware of this sort of privilege,
we can make things better for
everyone.

service area.
Transportation and Design
of Public Spaces are the two
design standard areas that are
most relevant to healthy and
accessible transportation. These
standards won’t apply to many
businesses (with the notable
exception of transit providers),
but are very relevant for the
municipality and other levels of
government. Compliance with
these standards in some cases
has been required since 2010,
while other, larger changes have
until January 1, 2025 to be completed. More information about
the AODA and how to comply
can be found at https://accessontario.com/aoda/.
What are these standards?
They vary depending on the size
and nature of the organization
they apply to, but fortunately
they were developed by committees which included first and
foremost people with disabilities

An example of an inaccessible bus stop in winter due to poor snow removal. Photo: Trevor
Haché.

great tools that have been used
in identifying key issues and can
help measure improvement. One
example is Walkability Audits
such as those carried out by
the Council on Aging of Ottawa
and summarized in their AgeFocussed Walkability Report
released in May of this year
(available at https://coaottawa.
ca/committees/transportation/).
These “Snow Mole” audits were
conducted by volunteers using
a standardized questionnaire
to document their experiences
along a route they would typically travel, one or two days
after a major winter weather
event.
Predictably, some of the main
suggestions to come out of this
report revolve around prioritizing maintenance and snow clearing from pathways, especially
around retirement homes, transit stops and other areas where
people highly affected by these
issues are trying to get around.
There is also a specific suggestion for City of Ottawa staff to
participate in follow-up walkability audits to get a real sense
of the issues, and to include
people who are most affected by
the issues involved in ongoing
consultation.
Other suggestions include
novel ideas such as a mobile
app or web interface that makes
it easy for commuters to report
problem spots as they encounter them, and to increase the
availability of safe, clean, environmentally sustainable public
toilets along transit networks.
Looking to the future
Ottawa is a changing city.
Predictably, as the baby boomer
generation ages, the proportion
of Ottawa residents over 65
will increase. Although medical
science can do some amazing
things, this will probably mean
a greater segment of the population struggling with some sort of
issue that limits their mobility,
so accessible, safe infrastructure

for all modes of transportation
will only get more important.
Somewhat less predictably,
weather patterns will change
as we feel more of the effects
of global climate change.
Locally, we’ve already experienced changes such as heavier
and more frequent snow falls,
greater numbers of ice storms,
extreme temperature fluctuations and changes in the timing
of winter weather. These events
are also getting harder to predict
accurately.
Some of the effects of these
phenomena are obvious—greater frequency of ice storms means
more need to clear sidewalks
of ice, larger snowfall means
more snow removal. There are
other less obvious impacts as
well - more freeze-thaw cycles
mean more damage to infrastructure, requiring more repair.
Difficulty forecasting weather
means greater risk of an emergency situation if we don’t prepare or respond adequately to a
large storm.
Children, elderly people and
those with disabilities are more
likely to become victims of a
car accident, and more likely
to suffer serious negative outcomes if they are. Protecting
these vulnerable populations
by ensuring that getting around
without a car is as safe as possible will reduce injuries and
even save lives.
Ultimately, everyone benefits from the reduced healthcare costs and increased safety
associated with this sort of urban
planning, but really it’s just common sense: a safe, pleasant sidewalk is more likely to be used
by anyone, not just someone
worried about their wheelchair
getting stuck.
The next time you go out,
take a look at your surroundings. If you’re in a wheelchair
and you can’t get over that
big crack in the sidewalk, let
someone know - as a member
of the Healthy Transportation
Coalition, we’d love to hear
about it! The same goes if you’re
contemplating a walk to the
grocery store, but it just seems
too far on a hot day - wouldn’t
it be nice if there were more
shade, or a bench to take a break
on? Give us a shout and tell
us about it. Maybe you’ve got
this active transportation thing
under control and walk or bike
everywhere - take a moment
and see if you can find a spot
that would give you trouble if
you were on crutches.
The more we bring up these
issues, the more things will
improve in our city, so we’d
love to hear your stories. Find
on Facebook (@OttawaPERC)
or Twitter (@perc_ott) and share
a photo if you’re so inclined—or
check out our contact info on the
front page of the PEN and get in
touch that way.
Kathryn Norman writes on
environmental issues.
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You’ve earned it: FREE Transit for Seniors

I

by Hugh Kruzel

magine a world where
transit is gratis, available,
frequent,
dependable,
comfortable, convenient...
Okay! Does this even exist anywhere? Yes!
Several mid-size European
cities (for example Hasselt in
Belgium and Tallinn, Estonia)
and many smaller towns around
the world have converted their
public transportation networks
to free or something equivalent
of the public library system-a
card to capture user-ship data
for route planning, but at no cost
to the rider. I actually can envision zero-fare public transport
here (in Canada, in Ottawa, in
Sudbury, in Victoria).
In some cities there are
“Fare-free zones”-at least within the central business districtwhile in others anyone who can
prove they exist below some
income “low water mark,” fill
in a paper form and submit for
approval may receive a subsidy,
a rebate, an identity card, or
an actual transit card. A physical barrier, mental health challenges, a stroke, vision decline,
or any difference of ability, and
a caring and kind community
should (can I say MUST?) step
up and offer a route to break
isolation and grant a freedom to
movement.
Sadly, some cities are going
the other way on visualizing
the relevance of essential services. Portland (Oregon) TriMet Fareless Square (and other
routes) was cancelled in 2012
after 37 years of service.
Most airports have a complimentary circuit that offers interconnectivity terminal to terminal
and interface with the larger farepaying network. These loops or
lines are usually well signed
(with rolling digital synchronous
updates on arrivals and duration
of trip information), and have
glass walls that exclude passengers from any contact with train
or track. Larger hospitals not
only link facilities, but like the

airports reach the vast fields of
parking or car-rental lots.
In time I predict a revolution
in how we move from home to
school, and home to work, and
between entertainment and principal public spots (airport, worship, hospital, government services), and retail. We are not just
talking of autonomous vehicles.
Low access, kneeling buses, atgrade platforms and rapidity are
part of the solution.
First steps for most systems
included mobile applications
that put schedules and timetables into your pocket. In manythough not all-this has already
been rolled out (unfortunately
poorly in many cases as it is
designed by “experts” not consulting the citizenry).
Real-time knowledge on
when the next bus would arrive
makes waiting in the Canadian
cold not easier, but more palatable and plannable. We can
touch a screen here and there
and an algorithm will share how
doable, how long, alternates, and
what route to follow. Elevators,
escalators, moving sidewalks or
even repositioning of buses so
natural linkages are adjacent just
make sense.
Cities cannot continue to

“Transportation for All” could include short haul micro-buses. A neighbourhood could purchase a well-loved VW Westphalia and have local kids personalize it. What a way to take
ownership! Even if you got only another five years out of it, there is the sense of maximizing
its life. Photo: Hugh Kruzel.
almost demand 100% dependability. Infrastructure decay is
going to bring down more than

you. How do we reduce numbers, smooth demand, extend
lifespans of roads, increase tran-

much of the funding to operate
the Stevens Point Transit system.
All students at the university can

Why not at least make the first step and offer seniors—who have
contributed so much—at least free transit? I can assure you it won’t
subtract from budgets, suck seats, or crowd stations. If anything, more
eyes on the street (see Jane Jacob’s view on reducing vandalism) will
have significant benefits.

build bigger roadways, have
them busted by volume,and do
repairs when capacity loads

the Gardiner Expressway in
Toronto-it is coming to a bridge,
overpass, and intersection near

If you are going to include cycling infrastructure in all parts of a city, why not make it easy
and obvious. This lock-up in Sudbury ON clearly demonstrates purpose.
Photo: Hugh
Kruzel
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sit user-ship while not expanding budgets?
Why not at least make the
first step and offer seniors—who
have contributed so much—at
least free transit? I can assure
you it won’t subtract from budgets, suck seats, or crowd stations. If anything, more eyes on
the street (see Jane Jacob’s view
on reducing vandalism) will have
significant benefits. Seniors are
not (necessarily) commuting to
work, so let’s offer free off-peak
travel for starts.
Research (google and in this
case Wikipedia) on the subject
of fare-free zones offered a number of other options and creative
responses:
“A common example of
zero-fare transport is student
transport, where students travelling to or from school do not
need to pay. A notable example
is the University of WisconsinStevens Point, which provides

use any of the four city-wide
campus routes and the other four
bus routes throughout the city
free of charge. The university
also funds two late night bus
routes to serve the downtown
free of charge with a goal of cutting down drunk driving.”
Bad routings that have not
responded to alterations of how a
city is used, creating trial periods
that are confusing (or so restrictive) doom tests of policies and
programs to certain failure.
Let’s do better with transit
systems that are agile, adaptive,
and pay high attention to positive
customer outcomes. Creating
networks with hubs and connections that allow time to reach the
next leg, staff that see service
as the number 1 priority, and an
informed and aware user basewe will all benefit!
High Kruzel reports from
Victoria BC.

Making Public Transit Affordability a Priority
by Trevor Haché

O

ttawa has taken
important
steps
toward more affordability and equity
within its public transit system.
April 2017 saw the introduction
of a monthly low-income transit
pass. Called the EquiPass, it is
for sale at $57.00, 50% off the
price of the regular pass (which
costs $113.75). This improvement was made following thousands of individuals and dozens
of organizations voicing their
support for more affordable transit throughout 2015 and 2016.
Many people living on low
incomes in Ottawa are unable to
afford $57/month, or they don’t
ride the bus often enough to justify buying a monthly pass, so
a single fare discount will help
them. Those paying cash to ride
the bus are charged $3.40, meaning a return trip (if not completed within a short 90-minute
transfer window) costs $6.80;
not at all affordable for people
living on low incomes.
At the end of May 2017,
Mayor Jim Watson and Transit
Commission Chair Stephen
Blais moved a motion to have
staff study how best to create a
single fare discount in time for
the City to consider it during
its Budget 2018 deliberations in
the fall.
If the Transit Commission
eventually decides to recommend a 50% reduction off the
single fare cost, it will mean
a price of $1.70. However,
Ottawa’s transportation manager
John Manconi was quick to caution transit commissioners that
the financing of a single fare
discount will be challenging.
Still, it seems likely we will see
two significant breakthroughs in
transit affordability in about a
year.
But how did we get here,
and what can be done to ensure

further progress is made?
For years now, groups and
individuals have been pushing
Ottawa to reduce the cost of
public transit. In the summer of
2015, the Healthy Transportation
Coalition joined forces with the
Community Health & Resource
Centres, Ottawa ACORN, and
Making Voices Count (led by the
City for All Women Initiative) to
launch a petition on the subject.
We also formed a ‘transit working group’ that met monthly to
strategize and gain support at
City Hall.
Over the course of the next
16 months we worked hard to
gather more than 3,000 signatures on the petition, and a wide
variety of organizations joined
our call to have the City do the
right thing. Fifty groups in total
got involved (including students,
labour locals, environmentalists,
cyclists, pedestrians, community
associations, seniors, afford-

Past HTC President Trevor Haché being interviewed by CBC Ottawa about a low-income
transit pass. Photo courtesy of the Healthy Transportation Coalition.
Citizen members of the
City’s Transit Commission also
got involved, making a formal
inquiry of staff to ask questions
and get the issue on the agenda.

(and constantly increasing)
monthly pass. While the City of
Ottawa was generally supportive
of the idea, its position as of late
May 2016 was that unless the

Over the course of the next 16 months we worked hard to
gather more than 3,000 signatures on the petition, and a wide
variety of organizations joined our call to have the City do the
right thing. Fifty groups in total got involved.

able housing providers, homeless shelters, and those serving women escaping domestic
violence). They joined with
allies such as the Healthy Active
Living and Obesity Research
group at the Children’s Hospital
of Eastern Ontario Research
Institute, Parkdale Food Centre,
Refugee 613, Social Planning
Council of Ottawa, and The
Salvation Army Bethany Hope
Centre to push for progress.

This provided many opportunities to mobilize people to speak
at relevant committees at city
hall, and further helped amplify
our message thanks to media
coverage. Interested journalists
and media outlets dug into the
story and kept the issue in the
foreground. But things were not
looking particularly good.
The City claimed it just did
not have the money to offer a
discount off the regularly priced

Volunteers busy making placards for the November 9th EquiPass Rally. Photo: Trevor Haché.

province paid for it, it was not
going to happen.
However, we kept pushing,
and when internal conversations began at City Hall in mid2016 about the 2017 Budget,
many City Councillors indicated that they wanted to ensure
a low-income transit pass was
on the table for consideration
as part of that 2017 Budget
process.
Strong allies at City Hall

(City Councillors Chernushenko,
Fleury, Leiper, McKenney,
Nussbaum) made plans to hold
an October budget forum focused
on three main issues, one of
which was the low-income transit pass. Meanwhile, community
groups started recruiting people
to attend a Rally In Support of
a Low-Income Transit Pass on
November 9th, the same morning the draft budget was to be
tabled.
Then, suddenly and without
much explanation, something
changed. The money had been
found and Mayor Watson and
Transit Commission Chair Blais
announced the pass would be
part of Budget 2017. They said
the cost could be reduced even
further if the province came to
the table with money.
We are still waiting for the
province to commit money to
help Ottawa reduce the cost of
public transit fares, but Ontario’s
government has indicated that
the City could use some of the
tens of millions of dollars in gas
tax transfers for this purpose, if
it wanted to.
Moving forward we want to
ensure that the following transportation equity priorities are
realized:
- The cost of the EquiPass
should be reduced further to
$42/month, and perhaps Ottawa
should consider a sliding scale
option similar to that used in
Calgary
- The single fare discount for
low-income OC Transpo riders
should not cost more than $2 per
ride (less would be even better.
- if the City is serious about
increasing public transit ridership, regular OC Transpo riders
should not have to constantly
pay more.
Ottawa’s plan to increase regular fares 2.5% per year between
now and 2048 needs to be challenged. More people will ride, if
they can afford to.
Now, the community needs
to keep the pressure on to ensure
more affordability and equity
within our public transit system.
Trevor Haché is past president
of the Healthy Transportation
Coalition.
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Pricing Congestion to
Encourage Transit Ridership
by Adrian Larose

W

hether
you’re
stuck in it, or
walking or biking through the
not-so-nice smells and the noise,
traffic jams are more than just a
waste of time and space. They
also harm us in many ways that
you might not realize.
Whether we’re breathing
exhaust—ask any road cyclist!—
or stressing over red-light-runners, road congestion has negative side-effects or “externalities” that carry serious financial
and social consequences.
Financially, while the following figure goes well beyond
traffic pollution, air pollution in
Canada costs about $36 billion
through premature deaths and illness, according to a recent report
by the International Institute for
Sustainable Development. And
socially, busy roads pose diverse
problems in a city like Ottawa
that is still working to build
strong biking and transit infrastructure. For example, a road
full of cars is not attractive to
many potential cyclists. Or consider that when the bus gets
stuck in traffic like everyone
else, many people may decide to
drive instead of take transit.
With externalities like the
above in mind and light rail
just a year away, a group of
Ottawa city councillors recently
funded a study on how to reduce
our city’s traffic congestion and
increase transit ridership in the
downtown core, which is still
the top commuting destination
for our city.
The report, by transportation
consulting firm CPCS, looks at
four price-based ways to reduce
driving and boost transit use for
trips to and from Ottawa’s downtown. Meanwhile, Canada’s
EcoFiscal Commission, in
a report titled “We Can’t Get
There From Here,” examined
Montréal, Toronto, Calgary and
Vancouver in detail and concluded that “major Canadian cities should implement congestion
pricing pilot projects, customized to their local context.”
Some of you may say:
“Congestion pricing. Pricebased. That means it would cost
more to drive?” Well, yes, and
the options CPCS studied would
focus on changing those costs in
the downtown core, especially
during rush hour.
“Revenue generation is not
the sole purpose of user fees
and charges,” the Ottawa report
states. “If structured properly,
certain fees and charges can help
to increase efficiency of the use
of the transportation system.
With respect to road infrastructure, efficient charges can aid

in reducing traffic congestion,
which itself imposes a significant cost on users of the transportation system.”
In other words: If you can
get there from here, faster, and
we’re all healthier for it, then
the few extra dollars those who
still choose to drive all the way
downtown will pay in parking or
tolls is money well spent.
Road pricing
That’s now something many
in Canada agree on. Ottawa’s
Healthy Transportation Coalition
points to support for road pricing from the Pembina Institute,
the City Building Institute
(Ryerson University), and the
Institute of Municipal Finance
and Governance (University of
Toronto).
So in recent years, cities like
Vancouver have looked at adding
tolls to their downtown bridges,
while Toronto Mayor John Tory
recently proposed adding tolls to
the city’s major highways.
But what can Ottawa do, with
its unique riverside and canal
setup and east-west downtown
highway?
“The study modelled four
scenarios to achieve these objectives and concluded that raising the cost of parking would
likely be the most cost-effective
congestion pricing tool,” City
Councillor David Chernushenko
noted.
(Funding for the report
came from Chernushenko
and Councillors Jeff Leiper,
Catherine McKenney and Tobi
Nussbaum. Overall, CPCS notes
the results are a “reasonable

Panelists at the release of the CPCS report. Photo: Chris Osler.
just means a fee paid by drivers
who cross a certain downtown
line. Imagine a cord wrapped in
a circle around downtown. But
then, think about how that could
work: In a town like Ottawa with
so many roads connecting the
city to the suburbs, it would be
tough. (Cities like London, with
huge populations, have put cordon charges in place and should
be able to earn back the money
they spent on the setup.)
While there are plenty of
uncertainties in these future-

abundance of tolls for drivers
who commute downtown from
one set of suburbs, while other
burb-dwellers face no such fees.
When putting congestion-pricing in place for Ottawa, it would
be better to avoid that imbalance.
OK, so a parking tax increase
could work! Great. In case you’re
wondering “how much,” for
each of the four options studied,
CPCS looked at a cost increase
of a few dollars per commute.
“Attaching a fee to driving,

Whether we’re breathing exhaust—ask any road cyclist!—or stressing over red-light-runners, road
congestion has negative side-effects or “externalities” that carry serious financial and social consequences.
approximation” based on information like local transportation
data.)
Of the four scenarios, the
study’s “winner” sounds quite
simple: Increase downtown
parking prices by increasing
the already-in-place parking lot
tax. The existing tax is an extra
amount that parking-lot owners pay versus other property
owners.
If that fee went up, the CPCS
study states, parking-lot owners
would pass it on to their customers— the drivers. In line with
market demand, most would
charge the increased fee during
peak periods, when demand for
downtown parking spaces is hottest. And in fact, the simplicity
of changing this tax is one of
its winning features, since the
change would be low-cost and
realistic.
The “runner-up” scenario
was a “cordon charge.” That

oriented calculations, CPCS
estimates that the parkingprice option could boost transit
ridership by almost 10% in a
few years after it was put in
place, while the cordon option
could achieve an almost 15%
increase.
Highway tolls
The last two options CPCS
considered: a gas tax increase
and a highway toll. A higher
gas tax does not directly address
downtown congestion; instead,
it affects all drivers based on
how much gas they buy. Also,
the city government does not
currently control gas taxes.
A highway 417 toll would
cost a lot to get going. What’s
worse, because large roads run
east-west near the 417, many
drivers might choose to avoid
the toll, clogging up those roads
instead—not a great outcome.
Vancouver currently has an
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for example in traffic hot spots
at peak times, increases urban
mobility by encouraging more
informed transportation choices,
while making all other transportation investments work better,”
the EcoFiscal study notes.
Carpooling
Want a money-saving choice
that doesn’t involve taking transit? If walking or biking are
not realistic for your location,
don’t forget carpooling. It’s a
cheap and efficient way to make
a difference right now, as the
CPCS study notes: “Although
there is often little or no room
to accommodate additional
vehicles on our roads during
peak hours, there is capacity to
accommodate more passengers
as most vehicles have three or
four empty seats during these
hours. Strategies and policies
designed to take advantage of
this capacity have the potential

to generate significant bang for
the buck.”
“When Toronto was contemplating road tolls, before the
province stepped in and said
they cannot implement them,
City Council directed staff to
consider providing discounts to
seniors and and residents with
low-income,” said Trevor Haché,
of the Healthy Transportation
Coalition. “If Ottawa ever considers road user fees, we believe
this would be a fair approach,
and we would advise the City
that some of the revenue from
road user fees should be used to
make public transit more affordable for residents with lowincome, and to build more and
better pedestrian and cycling
infrastructure.”
Transportation issues are
complex and interconnected.
One choice, be it adding a new
fee, a new transit station, a new
bridge or an extra highway lane,
has diverse and sometimes unexpected impacts on our health and
our finances. Studies like those
done by EcoFiscal and CPCS
can help us navigate these facts
and see what options would be
best. If nothing else, they help
start a conversation.
“Our goal in commissioning this research and analysis
from CPCS is to contribute to an
ongoing conversation about how
to best to encourage sustainable
transportation and support our
significant investment in LRT,”
notes Chernushenko. “This is
a very important discussion for
Ottawa to have.”
Adrian Larose writes on
environmental issues.

